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Dr. MacQuarrie’s Funeral Today

taining,
chi

Funeral services for President
Emeritus Thomas William MacQuarrie, who died Friday morning,
will be held at 10:30 this morning
in Medford. Ore., followed by cremation.
It was a peaceful ending for a
man who led San Jose State
away from a small teacher’s col Male into the ever-expanding college that it is today.
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Dr. MacQuarrie, who had been
seriously ill for several months,
died at the age of M4 at Rogue
Valley Manor in Medford follow d -dam, ol strokes.
N111vived by his wife.
I.!fith; a daughter, Mrs. Ruth Loyd
dren.Dorterville; and two grandehil-

Look For
Our Sign

Pres. John T. Wahlquist said Friday, "It will be difficult for us to
inalize that President Emeritus
Hennas W. MacQuarrie is gone.
so much of his great work and
int luence remain here to memorial -1
tie him."

President Emeritus Thomas William
THE LONGEST TERM
MacQuarrie served SJS for 25 years as President of the college.
His administration changed the institution from a teachers’ college to a college of liberal arts. Pres. MacQuarrie retdred his
duties at San Jose State in 1952 and was succeeded by current
president, Dr. John T. Wahlquist.

Witty, Congenial’

In 19(g) he completed a four-year
course at the State Normal School
at Superior. His first teaching position was in a rural school in
northern Wisconsin. He served as
principal of a private boys’ school
from 1905 to 1917.
Dr. MacQuarrie enlisted in the
Army when World War I broke
out in 1917 and was commissioned
*

*
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By STEVE shENCE
eommand of 11,.
On the first day ol September.
..
1927, Dr. Thomas William Mac- ,
Ea P.Cal111’.11 OFFEIRINGS
With his first year as president
quarrie stepped onto the San Jose
State Teachers College campus , under his belt, Dr. MacQuarrie
and took the office of President of !made it clear that he was in favor
of expanding the vocational 01Dr. MacQuarrie served as SJS the College,
During the past eight years, five ferings of the college. He emphapresident from 1927 until his resignation in 1952. Or, Wahlquist sue- presidents had come and gone. No sized practical education.
"We must tackle our own probone imagined, that September
ceraled him,
"In explaining his willingness to day. that Dr. MacQuarrie would lems without too much at
leave San Jose and the college dur- remain in the president’s office for tin precedent," he said once.
And tackle them he did. New deing the last years of retirement," the ensuing 25 years.
Probably few imagined that day 1partments sprang up under his :id.
Pres. Wahlquist said. "Dr. MacQuart-he said, "Co have been presi- that the obscure teachers college ministration: engineering, journdent of San Jose State College for of 1500 would someday hold 20.000 , alism, occupational therapy,
a quarter of a century is enough students and stand at the head of minims, police, librarianship, nut
all the California State Colleges. ing and ROTC.
elktinction to last a lifetime.’"
"Trailodi."
he said, "is very
No one imagined this, except
Dr MaeCatuurie was bora inc
,dham, Ont., on Sept. 9, 1R79. p.rhaps the young doctor of
*
*
*
-

Not All Changes
Were Approved

111,1. DI Nat:
Ile made friends right and left ’
MacQuarrie
"A grand gentleman of the old
,,10 111411Ill afIlninititratnr ’school and of simpler days,’ is how
The SJS scene changed often
?1,1. eyes of a few Owen M Broyles, professor of m.o.
during the administration of Dr
Al111’.111an
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is th first
he was the mantles, remnallbers tat atacQuar- of
Thomas W. MacQuirrie.
fiy-part series on the proposed versifies assetted:
nlis- rie. He stated, "Hi. was quite suc$3.6 million SJS College Union. To.
But the former college presi"Universities have not only to
,
J, a pictured in cessful in his own lif(’. going horn morrow: History of the union more.
teach subjects, they also have to dent vetoed at least one change.
3 ,titian Roektv,li painting.
I high school teacher and carpenter menf et SJS.
be equipped to give young human :Jue West, dean of educational
"Dr. MacQuarrie loved life, loved I to the head of SJS."
By ALLAN RISDON
beings an opportunity to stretch ’set-vices and summer sessions, rei/iple. and hoed his work," said
Dr. MaeQuarrie’s interest in proWhy a College Union at SJS? their mental powers, and to learn calls the incident:
C West, wh, serted as registrar ! moting industrial arts may have
Is it needed?
"On one occasion, when I was
something nit fellow human beings. j
if dean ot students under Dr. stemmed from his carpenter tidy,
1Vhat will it be? Just a building?
"If a university is to provide this :working on future building plans.
acQuarrie from 1929 until 1952. I"Ile felt people should he able Ti,
A nlare to go?
kind of inspiring experience," the I went to him about the type of
’He was a lot of fun to be,1do things with their hands," said
"The actual physical accommo- committee continues, "attention! quarters that the presii lent should
said even when serious prob- Broyles, adding, "Ile gpt quite a
dation is not important," empha- must be paid to the total environ- have in a new administration
sizes Steve Larson, ASH presi lent. ment in which students are placed "
Rather, he believes, the union
Dr. MacQuarrie, who at the time
The Union Planning Committee
will be a means to an end.
sums it up when they say, -rho hail his office in Room 6 of Tower
The College Union Planning union WOUld WINe as a unify in:: !fall, said,
cannot think of my Committee conceives of the union force, a bond between all students
in any other location than
as a "program," rather than a at SJS. It would make SJS cm this. I have too many wonderful
mere building.
memories here’ "
college"
But the physical plant is important, too.
COLLEGE CENTER
"The union is the renter of the
college community, the place where
.,t talents congregate, relax and
express ideas," says Larson.
-From all direetions and varying
distances. its students converge
daily upon the campus, spend an
dverage three or four hours in
mer session unless some positive
By DIANNE MAUZY
classrooms, then leave," slates the
A new facet of the slimmer se. - . action is Nikon on the recom-,
Committee.
College Union Planning
slims salary grievance was intro- mendation. avr.rding to Dr. Min"Most significantly," states Dr. duced late last week in the form it/M. Many below(’ that instructors
Dwittfit Bentel, the committee’s of a boycott petition.
are in fact subsidizing education
chairman and head of the Journalsalaries.
More than 80 per cent of the . by accepting onder.par.
ism and Advertising Department.
full-time members of the PsySTIMULATE’
’MAI’
’there’s little to hold these stuchology Department signed a peti"This action I the petition, may
THE LATE
dents.
PRESIDENT EMERITUS T. W. MacQuarrie is shown
tion slating that they would "be stimulate other departments to
"Except for a library’, a grossly
above as he formally
unavailable to sign instructional I raise questions and it is entirely
accepted the Memorial Chapel on behalf
Of the
overcrowded cafeteria and a scatcollege at dedication services on March 28, 1962. Behind
. unless the Board of pensilde they may act in I he same
contracts .
him is the
benches, few facilities
of
tering
service flag which contains more than 450 stars repreTrustees of the California State !direction," he said
students’ out of class!
for
provide
tenting Spartans who served with the armed forces. Seated
Colleges allocates sufficient funds !
"The petition signers are hoping
,11, to r.)
hours," 1)1.. Bentel points out.
are Lud Spolyar, ASB President; Maj. Howard M.
to increase slimmer session sal- this will show the hoard of trust PLACE FOR STUDENT%
4abotten, Chester Zeff,
aries to the levels approximating lees that the need is pressing and
counsellor for Hillel; and Rev. James A.
}fence, a union would provide
Martin, head of
the recommendations made by the that they need to act affirmathe Student ’Y.’
place for these students, mostly
Deans of Extensi,m and Summer I lively," the professor explained. "A
!
!,..ussed," West hit done with relatively kith. commuters, to go during the day
Session
response will show whether this
oeiation with money, it small crew, and relate ely and in the evenings, other than the
The Board of Trustees meets in kind of action really charactet’izes
mentit
library or cafeteria.
deal to me, little fuss and fury."
December.
I :thy.% ,
the feelings of the other depart,,,t ted that 1 could
It W01.1111 be it place for them to
PROUD OF ?CIS
"This is not it tamer play and : talents and institutions.
115111’ 101,1 1111’ words
and
television
watch
relax,
proud
read,
very
was
to tell
MacQuarrie
Dr.
the petition was not signed by
’"This is not a strike beeause ni
his friendahip III SJS, its students and lucidly, play cards, ping-pong or pool.
ant"
hotheads," said Dr. Edward alin- contracts has e been ’woken and nil
almost
for
space
be
would
There
reafter
and
Broyles
according to
logy
ium.
head
Psych’
Deof
the
one has quit on the joh," Dr
114.11’S
tiring often returned to the cam- all campus organizations to open partment. "The present salaries
GENTLEMAN’
Minium pointed out. ’There is no
Z’eqa Ri,i,ealed
pus to talk to students and fatuity individual offices.
are
grossly
inadequate.
The
faculty
that Dr. Mac obligation to teach in stammer ses"In short," declares Larson,
lame was
dlways a gentleman members.
members
weighed
the
pros
and
sions and again there is no right
his action"
Summing up the feelings of those "there will be something for everyand that he
cons involving this descrepancy to teach."
was a who knew Dr. MaeQuai rad Heath one."
Ty
son, whether
in a perCalifornia State Colleges Taiti
UNIVERSALLY lirlrOGNIZED and decided it was time to make
said, "Ile was truly a is
4aldlleussion lit’ during
a speeeh.
nearly
cleans
Service
rational
Ile points out that recreation a deciaion," he said.
can’t really expicss in
We
man.
Dr cam
The petition could unify the pre- every year take the lax.111011 t ha I
Dunean, professor of words how much we will truss hint. and social art ivities are universally
r4nalalEY and scienee
par and adeducation, But we are glad he has finished recognized as important parts of viously scattered grietanees ol in- the salaries ;ire below
rmed the
dividual faculty members It
justments should be made, said’
past president, "A the hopeless suffering of the all - student education.
ri5.
friendly. congenial
For instance, in 1958, the Muir- affect scheduling of a hill sum- Jae II. West, dean of education:ill
person. too-many recent weeks "

To an End’ASB Prexy

APARTMENT

a captain. After assignment with
the /Oh Division, he seas promoted to the rank of major.
Following the war, he studied
ItsOlology at King’s College, London. Ile returned to the U.S. in
1919.
In the fall of 1921, Dr 31acQuarrie enrolled at Stanford I ’niversity
I’, study with the eminent psychol-

’,gist, Lewis Terman, Dr. MacQuarrie astounded Stanford educators by earning his A.B., M.A.,
and Ph.D. degree’s in the span of
lour short years His remarkable
seholarship earned him member’.hip in Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma
Xi. His published doctoral dissertation has hewn printed more
than one II
times since 1925.
*

*

including editions in German and
Spanish.
On Sept. 1. 1927, Dr. MacQuarrie became the sixteenth president
of San Jose State Teachers College. In the 25 years that followed, Dr. MacQuarrie was to lead
the little teacher’s college of 1500
to a diversified liberal arts college
of Zonni
in
and gross’ ! last
ear ho
1952 td

*

Past President Led SJS
To Top Rank in State

VS Colleagues Praise
’Warm, Friendly Gentleman’ ’Union Wi? ll Be Means
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Seminars Slated
At ’Offstage’
By Campus Voice

Sex will be the tope
Campus Voice sponsored serum
to be held tomorrow and Wed’, day nights. A 75 cent admission
fee will be charged to the seminars
which will begin at 7-30 in the
Offstage Folk Theatre, 970 S.
First St.
POPI’LAR PRESIDENT
Four SJS instructors will
Probably the most popular presi- ticipate in the seminars.
dent in SJS’ history, Pres. MacDr. Hamlet Hodges. associate
Quarrie could be seen on campus, professor of sociology and Dr. Snell
neatly every day. Some say he Putney. assistant professor of socieven knew, by name. a large por- ology,
tomorrow
discuss
will
tion of the student 1,.,41%
HOW ’night’s subject "Is There an Artier"human" he was ran be
.-trated ! lean Sexual Tragedy" together
by a statemeii;
.,I
Spar- with Miles Payne, a poet an.1
tan Daily foil
playwright, and Rev Mark Rut.
t
ledge of the United Church di
"Really, you are a grand lot 01 Christ.
young men and women. In spite of
"Sex in Art, Literature and Psythe squawkers, you have school chology is Wednesday night s
-pirit of a high order.
I ject. Dr Richard G. Tanset
-nut i ju-t about exploded hold - ’professor of art, will present ar
rig
.h when that "pantie ’illustrated talk on "The History .
- i.,
was sweeping the ’Nudism."
ain.
as afraid we might
Dr. Thomas A. Tutko, assistant
.n., an. Iwo suggesiibles professor of psychology. will conhate
left over front the Autumn Quar- sider "Sex in Psyrhology." The
ter speaker on "Sex in Literature" is
When Pres. MacQuarrie left to be announced.
SJS in 1952. he lett a school that
Free coffee and donuts will la"
was ready to grow. It was a lih- served at the seminars. The 75
eral arts college that he left arI
,nt admission (-ha,.’
1111 1111.
d
not a teachers college.
enefit of Caniotin
Ills final statement to thdent tasty wa-; on June 6, 195-’
"And 25 years from now whet.
you come back, you’ll "oh" and
"oh" about the new buildings and
A yell leaders workshop win
the ten thousand students. And be held tomorrow night from 7-10
you’ll say, ’When I was here"
in MG206. The workshop will Is,
but, then, when the old days be- held every Tuesday and Thar,.
gin to look wonderful its time to day and will continue until Inec
retire"
Interested students must Inane
Dr. Thomas MacQuarrie was an overall grade pant average ,it
more than a president; he was an 2.23 with it least a 20 CPA toi
serne,tor
lbw
’,and, but should not he allowed to
get in the way of progress."
The transition of the institution
from strictly a teacher’s college
I,, a libetal arts institution was
well in sight.

Yellers Workshop
Begins Tomorrow

Instructors May Be ’Unavailable’
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Psych Profs Threaten Boycott
services and summer sessions at
SJS. This year. however, the
deans incorporated a means to finance recommended increases.
The summer of 1964 would mean
a half-way step toward achieving
a summer pay scale equal in percentages to that of regular session
salaries
- or 1 36th of the academic salary per week. The step
would he financed by an increased
tuition fee for SJS summer se’s stuns. It is too late for funds 101
tie appropriated for the coming
slimmer program For 1965 there
would be an appeal to the State
Legislature to provide funds for
the second half of the program to
increase salaries. he said.
’DEANS AGREE’
II approved, the increase in Italian lees cci iii Itt probably reach
around $17.50 per unit." said Dean
West. "The deans agree in principle and have the same objectives
on( increased salaries, but it has
always been our feeling that some
of the expense should be subsidized by the State."
"The State has an old concept
about summer school," said Dr.
Minium, "That it IN frill and not
part it t he total education pro.
gram Therefore it considers stint-

mer classes a ’school within a
school’ that should he self-supporting, with fees paying the sakine.
But slimmer school is still
SJS in name, credit and It,’
of buildings," he said.

’MINT COMMIT’
"The conflict is not Inn It’
campus," emphasized Dean West
"Our problem is that We rnle41
commit ourselves to large expenditures in October which won’t be
collected until next summer, and
there is no carryover of funds and
no provision finr deficit."
’1 believe thud a delay in ow
puhlications will affect enrollment
and I fear that quality’ will suffer
in a delay in recruitment,- he said.
On Oct
12. the stale voluted
of the Academic Council of State
College Professors passed a leao
tion stressing the need for increased salaries
Over the weekend. Pres John T.
Wahlquist joined Dr. Dean (’re sup, professor of political science;
Dr. William Roger’.. professor of
I
elementary educa I ion; and Dr
’James Ileath. profeananr of biology,
lal the statewide Academic Senate
meeting in Los Angeles, to make
recommendations concerning the
: salary increase.

Monday, November IR, 1963

1NPARTAN DAILY
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President MacQuarrie
The spirit of Spardi is saddened by news that Dr. Thomas W.
MacQuarrie. who preceded Dr. John T. Wahlquist as president of
San Jose State. has died.
Dr. MacQuarrie is only a name to today’s students, but to the
faculty members and alumni who taught and were educated under
him the loss is a great one.
Dr. MacQuarrie was a man of firm convictions, a keen wit,
and a speedy. repertoire. He vigorously tackled the daily problems
he encountered in leading the small college of the ’30s and ’,Ws,
and his decisions became the law.
He was president of San Jose State for 25 years, longer than
any other man has held that position. Dr. MaeQuarrie. who was
characterized by his vigorous stride and erect carriage, had his
office at the base of the Tower and believed in conducting his business in front of att one in the room. He had no waiting rooms, no
private rooms. no conference rooms. All was done in the open.
Dr. MacQuarrie. with a background that touched the carpentry business. was partly responsible for the addition to the SJS
curriculum of many vocational programs. including the Police
School and the Department of Journalism and Advertising.
The gentleman evidently believed that an education could never
be complete. for it is reported that he enrolled in a watercolor class
here after retiring from the presidency in 1952.
His loss won’t affect our daily routine tomorrow, nor will it
dramatically alter the makeup of the school. It will, instead, affect
that spirit that envelops any institution of higher learning; it will
add to the history of great men who have built San Jose State
from a small school of six students to today’s sprawling complex
of educational opportunity.
The new classroom building being constructed across from
the Physical Education and Recreation Building is expected to be
named after Dr. MacQuarrie. The building will house, among
others. the Police School which he helped found.
We can’t think of a finer gesture for a finer man.J.A.
ONE OR MORE

XEROX"’ COPIES
MADE AT

HILLIS PRINTING CO.
38 South Fourth St.

CHANCELLOR

The present Chancellor of the
California State College System.
Dr. Glenn Dumke, was formerly
president of San Francisco State
College.

with
Mis9bulaim
(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boyar
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")

SHOULD AULD ACQUAINTANCE
AND JAZZ LIKE THAT
I am now an elderly gentleman, full of years and ache., but
Icy thoughts keep ever turning to my undergraduate days. This
is called "arrested development."
Rut I cannot stop the healing tide of nostalgia that washes
over me as I recall those gulden campus days, those ivy-covered
buildings (actually, at rny college, there was only ivy: no bricks),
those pulse-tingling lectures on John Dryden and Cotton
:Mather, the many friends I made, the many deans I bit.
I know wane in you are already dreading the day when you
graduate and lose touch with all your merry classmates. It is
my pleasant task today to assure you that it need not be so;
all you have to do is join the Alumni Association and every year

-

you will receive a bright, newsy, chatty bulletin, chock-full of

ewe.74
iree,"
;-;:t

tidings about your old buddies.
Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the day the
Alumni Bulletin arrives! I cancel all my engagements, take the
phone off the hook, dismiss my resident osteopath, put the

cheetah (onside, and settle down for an evening of pure pleasure
with the Bulletin and (need I add?) a good supply of Marlboro
Cigarettes.

Thrust and Parry

-490Prof ’Clarifies Role’
Of Academic Group
I am concerned about recent
stories in the Daily concerning
possible abridgment of academic
freedom. In particular, I should
like to clarify the role of the
Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom.
The Academic Freedom Committee stems from a suggestion
submitted to the Faculty Council in 1957 by the local chapter
of the American Association of
University Professors. Its fundamental purpose is to resolve
disputes over matters involving
academic freedom while they are
still In an early stage, and therefore open to reasoned settlement.
Ati the 1958 Faculty Council

Report on Academic Freedom
put it, ". .
cases involving
academic freedom are often
more acrimonious and more disruptive than they need be because there has been no orderly
procedure for handling such
cases in their early stages. Hastily developed ad hoe procedures
unnecessarily jeopardize the individual facing possible dismissal
and the institution whose reputation is diminished by the accompanying publicity."
To provide an orderly procedure for the early stages of disputes, intended to protect both
individual members of the faculty and the college, the Faculty
Council requested the establishment of an Advisory Committee
on Academic Freedom.
In keeping with the Committee’s purpose, the Faculty Council report stated that the Committee should "arrange for an
informal meeting or meetings
. . . No minutes should be kept
or official records permitted;
all statements shaU be considered ’off the record.’" The atmosphere, in other words, is
one in which differences can be
reconciled, if reconciliation is at
all possible. It needs to be reported that a number of quietly
effective reconciliations have
indeed been accomplished.
It should be emphasized that
the Academic Freedom Committee’s meetings are not In any
sense judicial hearings, and that
the Committee should not be
expected, therefore, to render
any formal, public "decision."
Rather, if the Committee’s efforts are successful, agreement
will be achieved and the matter settled. If their efforts fail,
then the Committee may recom-

mend that the matter be referred to a special committee
for a formal hearing. That stage

has not yet been reached in the
current dispute, however, and
It may he hoped that it never
will be reached.
V. M. Larsen
Assoc. Prof. of Mathes-mitten
(Member of the 19S7-58 Academic
Mei of the
Freedom (
Facility ( outwit.)

Dr. Dusel Replies
To Prof. Lee’s Letter

250
39’
590
890

=_

Whenever I NM having fun, a Marlboro makes the fun even
more fun. That filter, that flavor, that yielding soft park, that
finn Flip Top box, never fails to heighten thy pleasure whether
I ani playing Ikatble Canfield or watching the radio or knitting
an afghan or enjoying any other diverting pursuit you ’night
ita me except, of course, spear fishing. But then, how much

990
$1 .25
890

Dear Professor Lee:
I wish to acknowledge your
letter of Nov. 11, suggesting that
the new Academic Council con-

Wednesday’s editorial that "Dr.
Smith would be very wise to

sider the issues of faculty rights

and responsibiliites in publicizing problems, the legal status of
the Academic Freedom Advisory

Committee, and duties and responsibilities of faculty advisers
to student organizations. I shall
see that your suggestions are
brought to the attention of the
Council.
In the meantime I may be
able to clarify some of the issues which you raise.
I know of no local policy,
written or unwritten, that limits

a faculty member’s right to contribute to newspapers or other
publications, other than the admonitions on academic responsibility included in the AAUP
Statement on Academic ’Freedom
paragraph "C"i. These

suggest the importance of
scholarly thoroughness and objectivity in collecting and weighing evidence before drawing conclusions and publishing them.
Regarding the legal status of
the Academic Freedom Advisory

Committee: As you point out, its
current members were appointed
by the President [tom a list submitted by the Faculty Council.
Like all other College-wide committees, no doubt, it will continue to function with its current
membership and under its present guidlines until formally
changed through recommendations of the new Academic Council. The Academic Freedom Advisory Committee, which has
been functioning continuously
since 1938, certainly must understand its role in such matters.
It has heard many "cases of denial or infringement of academic freedom or academic responsibility." I would imagine

Shrimp Sandwich
Fishwich

590
450
450
B.B.Q. Beef
Foot -long Hot Dog
350
(with sauerkraut or chili)

Shrimp Boat
890
Chicken
99c
I/2 -Lb, Salisbury Steak 89c

460 E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

he tvas voted ’Motorman of the Year’ by his fellow workers in
the Duluth streetcar system. ’I owe it all to my brakeman,’
said Jethro in a characteristically modest acceptance speech.
Same old Jethro!
"Probably the most glarnomuri time had by any of WA old
alunis WA, had by Francis Macomber last year. He went en
big game hunting safari all the way to Africa! We received many
interesting 1,0@t PAVIA from Francis until he was, alas, acci-

e-

dentally ,:hot and killed by his wife and white hunter. Tough
luck, Francis!
-Wilanietta ’Deadeye’ Macomber, widow of the late beloved
Nhicorriber, was married yesterday to Fred ’Sweetest’
Sigafrsis, white hunter, in a simple double-ring ceremony in
Nairobi. Many happy returns, Wilmette and Fred!
-Well, shims, that just about wraps it up for this year.
Boy lionds!!’
1843 Nes mane.
sp
Old grads, Hell grads, undergrads, and non -grads all agree:
that good Rich ,,,,, nd tobacco recipe, that clean Select rate
later. Fin,,’ turned all fifty states of the Union into Marlboro
Country. Kon’t you join the throng?

Phone CY 4-8344

just
think
of it...

resign as TASC’s adviser, but
not because of any alleged pressure from the administration;"
he should admit that the "alleged pressure" existed only in
his imagination, should publicly
apologize to the administration,
and for penance should write

"yes" 1,000 times.
It’s amazing that a man of Dr.
Smith’s age has not learned that
which J.A. has discovered in his
few tender years: never possess
higher standards than your superiors! Being an intelligent, rational being does not give one
unless, of
license to think
course, one has no desire to be
employed or to gain promotion.
The good professor should take

J.A.’s advice and accept the
modern American’s slogan:
"Better Dead than Read," "Defer Always to the Popular Cry."
"A ’Yes’ Will Raise Your GPA."
With such a reform, the whole
affair can be hushed-up "quietly
during the ensuing weeks," and
we all can again close our eyes
in sleep without being disturbed
by Dr. Smith’s ugly creations.
Torn McCall
ASES ’.!511.1

’Peace is Slavery,’
Opines Al Mason
Editor:
Ken McCort’s letter of Nov. 8
criticizes my letter of Nov. 5

linking love and freedom together as the opposite of the
anti-human, shallow pusedophilosophy of slave-pacificism.
Mr. McCort vilifies altruism and
equates it with love. This is a
misunderstanding. I must agree
that altruism is foolish and unnatural, but love and altruism
are not the same thing.

Misunderstanding through semantic difficulty seems to be
the greatest barrier to mutually
Intelligible discourse. John Paulson’s Nov. 8 letter, also replying
to my letter of Nov. 3, is a typical example.
Mr. Paulson

obviously has
adopted a pacifistic, collectivist
psuediephilosophy and vocabulary to match. Anyone who can
say "peace has been a necessary
condition for freedom" does not
understand either the true practical meaning of "peace" or the
natural, libertarian objective of
"freedom." For Mr. Paulson’s
benefit, I would offer these definitions, which are my own, as a
libertarian:
"FREEDOM":

Freedom of the
be restricted Thi
speet of all uric, l’s
another’s freedom

r
1.

’’PEAK F."

enslat lug
f,.
power placed us,e, di
al’
uals to :Is old

lead to 5 ioleuee
slave-strite. whe.e
freedoms are
,.:
the false goal et

OPEN TONIGH1
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book StON

individuality.

Tomorrow thru Nov. 24

’THE GREAT MR Et, HIMSELF"

.D0/#0.41NCOO -LUNCH
LIM CrAYLORO . I NTERM

ROOM
-#42SAFARI
(AN J05E HOBYWilliECS 259 2962-
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CY 5.7238
552 S. Bascom
"TRIAL OR ERROR"
Peter Sellers
"THE FOUR DAYS OF NAPLES"
Students t1.00

7TOWNE CY
3060
433 1HE ALAMEDA
"HEAVENS ABOVE"
"MACARIO"
A N.Y. FOP, horn Mexico
Students $1.00

Raftdo
Alma and Almaden Rd.
"LONGEST DAY"
"LEDGEND OF LOBO"

’STUDIO
1s8 & San Salvador

GiLycy4-.5.54
400 S. !it St.

Students $100

SARATOG

14502 BIG BASIN WAY UN 7I21
The "Carry On Gang
"GET ON WITH IT"

"THE LADY DOCTOR"

Vittorio DeS;ca /kit, Lee
’,TU’ ,‘:TS $107

TROPICAIRE
1969 Alum RO,e Ace,
Scuth Screen
"RAMPAGE!"
"O A ST I LLIAN"
"PORTRAIT OF A MOBSTER

CY 2-6778

"LAWRENCE OF ARABIA"

"THE LEOPARD"
’’THE CARETA,,ERS’

Altruism is basically the senile
notion that every individual
must go around feeling sorry for
everybody else.
Love (aside from both sex and
greeds is the mutual respect of
one individual for another: The
libertarian ideal of equal free
dom for every individual naturally capable of exercising it.
Such love is connected to the

Entered as second class meter April
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semester, $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy, 10 cnts. CY 4.6414 Editorial
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Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1.45-4,20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
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Naos Editor
RON BOTTINI
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First at Santa Clara
Stevens Creek

- DEFECTIVE

Weer. . . .

Designed for you, forever
This lathe look college women adore.. styling ;I’s I’mPle’3
as love itself, yet with a knowing contemporary ilair that
makes it very much "today."
It’s the kind of look we’ve designed into Desert Star...
Like
newest of the famous Artcarved engagement rings.
all Artcarved rings, it’s styled to stay beautifid...guaranteed in writing for permanent value. See new Desert,
Star now at any Artcarved jeweler listed here. its
designed for you.:

44111jr1417"..:
CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE

EXCLUSIVELY AT

I., Page CUSHMAN Sales, Inc

241.71en
3798 Fremont Aver.
:seats I lard, alifornin

/ rib err ’

275 South rirst Street

1

"MANY WAYS TO SIN"
A Wild One
"THE BACK STREETS OF MI Is.

Altruism is the artificial creation of pacifist slave collecti% ists: the idea of redistribution of
the wealth and welfare-statism.

you can open a new
Rooa/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
and take months to pay!

Ao

s.

Editor:
I concur with J.A. who said in

practical application of libertarian pi inciples.

SpetthanSailly

BIG BEN

spear fishing does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?
Bust I digress. Let us return to my Alumni Bulletin and the
fascinating news about my old friends and classmates. I quote
front the current issue:
"Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger of a
year for Os Ohl grads! Rementher Mildred Cheddar and Harry
Camembert, those crazy kids who always held hands in Econ II?
Well, they’re roamed now and living in Clovis, New Mexico,
where Harry rents spear-fishing equipment , and Mildred has just
given birth to a lovely 28-pound daughter, her serond in four
months. NWA, KOillg, Mildred and Ilarry!
"Remember Jethro Brie, the MAO We voted MOM, likely to
We’ll, Old Jethro is still gathering laurels! belt week

Witham J. Mead

SJS Writer Concurs
With TASC Editorial

Try our newly featured Pizzo and Dinners
Large Pizza
Extra Large
Spare Ribs

you raise.

EDITOR’s NOTE--Thas is a
cop) .11 the letter to 11r. Itoland
F. Lee f
Dr. VI’illlarn Dose!,
%ice-president of SJS, which is as
sent to the Spartan Dail’..

You should try the Char-Broiled Specialties
Beef Burgers
Chuck Burgers
Steak Burgers
Steak Sandwich

that they read the word "inan
fringement" as "breach"
acceptable synonym.
As for the duties and responsibilities of faculty advisers to student organizations, both the
Staff Reference Book ’pp. 76-771
and the "Organizational Handbook for the Faculty Advisers
and Officers of Student Organizations" discuss the role of the
faculty adviser in some detail. I
believe an examination of these
documents will provide answers
to most of the questions that

cy 5061

Panel To Discuss
’Right To Travel’

at Xeicloscofie

Trieeel" will be
"The Right tee
panel discussion
the subject of a
by the American
m be sponsored
Liberties Union Nov. 22 at

By KAI SIMMS
Society Editor

Civil

IS .1’1re

TONIGHT
L. 9:00
Book Store
s from men s dcntt

8p.M.
he held in
The discussion will
High School audithe Palo Alto
consider State
torium and will
Department restrictions imposed
traveling abroad.
(in Americans
include
Panel members will
journalist -lecturer Milton Mayer,
participant of
Lauri" Castel’, a
student tour
the muchpubliCized
of cora: and William Baxter,
proffessor at law at Stanford
A
alio will act as moderator.
representative of the Attorney
General’s office or the State Department may also participate.
Each panel member will give
statement
a 15 -minute opening
followed by discussion. Questions
from the floor will also he con-

SJS Sammys Raise Cal Banner
The lin, be, o of Sigma Alpha
Mu have "iiiii4ged a flag." However. it was not acquired through
1,11110111A rut e a ns. The flag In
finv,t ion Is threw
from the’
5.15 CIIN pier of SAM. The or
wvners. I he brothers of
SAM. (’al Sigma Chaplet, Berkeley. now are less a banner.

sidered.

KSJS Log
MONDAY
4:15Sign On
4:30Need
4:45Sport Show
5:00Reels in the News
5:15Miss "X"
5:30Aperitif
A00Twilight Concert
7:00Fell Sampler
1,00Neeee
1:15Radio Drama
1:30Best Music on and Off
Campus
9:00Sign Off
HIGHLIGHTS
Stravinsiy:
TWILIGHT CONCERT
Symphony in Three Movements.
Franutei Diverfmento for Oboe,
Clarinet, Bassoon.
Proiofieff: Teter and Me Wolf.

S. 1st St.
fAYS TO SIN"
Vild One
TREETS OF
cots $1 -r;

N

r

Far

UN 7-3:11

f On Gatg ’ ;11
N WITH IT"
DY DO:TOR"
Vr;

!CAME
6101 Rose A,,e.
th Screen

ENEMY ATTACK
In the ca.se of an enemy attack a brilliant white flash may
be the only warning. In the few
seconds before the shock wave
hits, a person should dive under
the nearest piece of furniture or
othel subtantial overhead! cover.
If no ceaer is available a person should lie flat on the floor,
face down, along the side of a
wall. If outdoors, a person should
lie flat on the ground, face
down, covering the body, esPedaily the head and neck. After
the shock wave the person
should move to the best available rover for protection against
fallout

College Symphony
Orchestra Plans
Concert Tomorrow

"Bagged Flag"

The story goes : During Help
Week, at the beginning of the
.aemester, five 5.15 S uc m tic y
pledges vi.rere given an assignment by the almighty active’s.
They were. tolel to acquire, by
:env ’neat’s. the Cal fraternity
lag the eerily in in Northern
Ciditornia. At four o’clock in the
111.11111P !WI, ears pulled up in
Ihe Cal Sammy house
mei live pledges "eased the set the Cal ’’bill)ii,’::t their flag.

DAILIESCRAMMED

WITH (

certain resident assistant was surprised merntly to find his
third-floor room in Markham Hall filled from floor tee ceiling uall
A

to wall, with current. (lumpier’ Spartan Dailies. Th, It.A., Bob
Nye, found that he couldn’t enter his mom. Most tel the lellows in
his wing "borrowed" Spartan Dailies and crammerl them, with
care, into his quarters. The ensuing clean-up jOb took approximately
three hours.
I wonder if they read those Dailies [list?
ENGAGEMENTS
Geni Calande, Alpha Omicron Pi, sophomoie elementary (shwa lion major from Mountain View, to Walt Coker. seepheenane law
enforcement major at Foothill College. from Mountain Vim.v.r:
wedding date has been scheduled.
Jane Wint
majoi
from San Jose to Jell Alongi. senior mo.e
versity of Santa Clara from San Jose,
Carol Bettega, Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior rur The
major from El Cerrit
to Clark Ftansom,
;
California, senior ohs -ea-al cella ath,n
-

Thee (’ea:,. e Symphony Orchestra will present its first hiannital concert under the conductorship of Dr. Gerard Briefer, assistant professor of music,
tomornew and Wednesday nights
at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
Featured piano soloist for the
event will be John Orlando. senior music major, who will play
Mozart’s "(’oncerto in I) minor,
K. 466." Orlando has been a piano student for four years and
is a pupil of Thomas I.. Ryan.
Tomorrow night’s featured student was select to pre ’stilta
solo recital at Villa Montalio.
Saratoga, in January of this
year. fie is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Orlando of Watsonville.
The 69 members will play Copland’: ".\ n Outdoor Ooerture."
Mend,Issohn’s
-Overture, Boy
Bias, op. 95, and Ileethoven’s
’Symphony. No. I in C rintj,/r.
op
l\
Frances C.
p,
:4 music.
Irt, ill e:t’rhe’sti-un
11,f111111
,,, lent s wit It
IMIY/1"4
i I rUMPIleS played
by these st.,:lents \Ain include
vioda,. cellos, basses,
flutes. oboes, clairnets, bassoons,
horns, trumpets, trombones,
pe
en. and timpani.
GRAD WORK
Graduate work at SJS dates
tram September. 1916, when the
college began to offer fifth -year
educatie n leer genei ii seceinel ii’’.
teach,:
, endidate,

st’ itTAN DAILY -3

Indian Shanto Rao and Dancers
To Appear at Montgomery
Shanto Rao and ii
Indian
I /once Compa ny,, Sp1,1 /1111 p:.
the Spartan Programs Commit
tee, will he at the Montgomer,
Theater in the Civic Auditorium
tonight at 8:15.
Miss ftdio has mastered the
three S011th
Indian classical
techniques. aliehini Attam. Marata Natyam, and Kathakali.
Through her (lancing, she sar,r1
from extinction the form call,
"The Dance of thee Divine Li
chant -cc’s,"
Assist ing dancers will be Chii:
drarnati and Padmii. perbeimU
folk dances of Andhra awl NI ,
bar, a dance of South Ind.
Andhra is done in I:,
form of worship hit.

birthday. marria,...,
youth, or loss of t

e,

The folk thine,
sented tonight
scribed
7,..
one of the
ed tee.
forma nee.
Setting the mined ve ill be run
clans K. V. Itatna. N. K Nathappa, Vasanti Rao. and Nittarajan.
Tickets for tonight’s performance are free of charge to ASP.
students at the Student Al fairBusiness Office, Ill. Tickets
mast be picked up in adance
and students must be at the
theater by 8, according to Jim
Gasser. publicity chairman for
this Spartan Programs
After 8 the general public
be adm it led.

DANCERSChandramati and Padma, of the Shanta Rao Company, perform folk dances of Andrha and Malabar. Also on
tonight s program in Montgomery Theater will be four of India’s
well-known musicians. (I, to r.) Nethappa Krishnappa, playing the
mridangam, the great double-headed drum of South India:
Vasanfi Rao, the naffuvaner
who keeps the rhythm by knockEXPERT
ing on a small piece of wood
and chants wordless syllables in
LUBRICATION
certain dances; Santha Ratnam
for
the vocalist; and S. P. Natara98c
your car
jan, playing the venu, or flute.
6th & Keyes
Puritan Oil

NEW YORK
DENVER

It’s New
the

CARNIVAL of FLAVORS
Pari;r: of Fine Ice Cream

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Offers you round trip on a D.C. 8 jet via Capital International Airways, first class. New York $240, Denver $90.

1.1%eiling
litturn Januar% 7). 1961

I.eaSt !". F. Der. DI

Try Our Tasty
* Molts
* Sundaes
* Banana Splits
a ci,,ce 04 10

* Cones
* Shakes

Reservation Deadline, December 2
Wayne Lee, 294-0617
administtoi,
Inc

flavors)

First at San Antonio

r

MPAGE!"
iTILLIAN"
OF A MOISTER’
th S.,-ev,
LEOPARD"
ARETAKERS’

HAVE YOU

SAVE
UP TO
70%

SAVE
UP TO
70%

WE HAVE! AND YOU WILL TOO, WHEN YOU SEE THE
ONCE -A -SEASON VALUES THE Situvetam,Vory/zot20, HAS
UNEARTHED FOR YOU! AND YOURS!
Read for Pleasure?
During School?

WHY NOT?

ver
as I imelel
iry Ilair that
asert Star.,
, rings. Like
NI friar
new Desert
here. It
"

READ NOW

SAVE NOW
MONEY

BOOKS

These Are Just A
Adventure, Love, History, Science, Fiction, and Supernatural Stories
Few of the Outstanding Values During the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE’S Fall Book Sale . . .
*off original price
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Harriers Win Third NorCal Championship

Golden Gate Provides
Rough Time for SJS

1
.
II

1I

FE

I

rtrc

F"S MCGOWAN

’

MONDAY 111141SIDAY
10.DOPtitnil IMAM
,go2,.3 YOUR FM DIALi
ON

s 41 f, 50.

S 4

f.

Quick Clean Center
Dry Clean &
Launderette
8 Lbs. Drycleaning - $2.00
Large Load 8 to 10 Garments
24 minute service
Briny in Mix ad and
51h
Open 8 a.m. ’1;1 Midnight

SAN JOSE PAINT

3

ANNUAL FRAME SALE

.

,-. .

AS MUCH
AS

I

50%

1
a,

d
i;

SPECIAL PRINT SALE
.

A selection from our regular
stock of fine prints. Regularly
priced up to 55.00.
SALE PRICE

C

SAtl JoSi HI M’T
i:.

tied for first with Dick Fernandez: Gurule was

California recently. However, things weren’t so

11th and Murphy didn’t run.

The Indians are favored to win

1
d

2

the

.

flaughran’s Tribe is in the midst
’
v..; ’1.
c:
Iteses to UCLA and USC.

l.

DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY
112 S. 2nd St., Downtown
292-1447

amble the last half-mile toward victory against

sparklimr upset of
F’resh fri,in
The Spartans pr.Matily played ,
the Argentine Nationals. the Spar - their top game of the year against
two
Ian water polo team heads into the Stanford the last time the
teams met. SJS put up a stout
No -Cal Open Tournament tonight
battle before succumbing to suat San Francisco full of optimism. pet ior manpnvver in the fourth perThe Spartarbs meet "cousin" Cal iod to lose. 15-10
It was the mot goals es er
k p.m. in a first round tilt and
then run head on into NorCal scored on the Indians this season,
and almost wrecked Theis hap.7s
League kingpin Stanford at 10
for an unbeaten yea, at the titn?
pm.

.

OFF

easy Friday against the cream of Northern California cross country runners. Fishback and Tucker

Optimistic Poloists Enter
NorCal Tourney Tonight

3

i
.1
;
HAND CARVED
IMPORTED FRAMES
Sale
Sue
Reg.
1410
12.00
6.00
11.14
15.00
7.50
12.16
16.00
8.00
16.20
19 00
9.50
18,24
21.00
10.50
20.24
2200.
11.00
22.28
26.00
13 00
24.30
I45
29.00

Ben Tucker, Danny Murphy and Jeff Fishback

NOT THIS EASY FRIDAY-Gene Gurule, left,

tournament

although

Bob

"Fernandez showed us that
he’s hack in good torni again
and Tucker looked real good.
Jet f I Fihhack I ran an e a y
race. he a ;isn’t [imam.’ at the
end. Nliller added.

This ’t.71RRO 147’

is.tve s;17.rt
you siiould
aivi can
It’s the nEw

BALL IN THE JACK-Efiok Akpan, (right), Spartan soccer stand-

oxford

out, struggles with a Stanford player in action from last week’s
6-5 upset win over the Indians. The pair appear to be working

by ARROW...
the shirt wilt. the trim good
looks of a traditional tab

Tchber

Weyou Kirkland ran is autwriaUse race for Stanford-his hest
,’s .-r against the Spartans crossing the line in sixth place.
Mile. Eisenman ;mil Phil Dar1:6T( finished together
nall
in seventh place, %s ill. I tarry
ninth.

The Spartan’s Gene Gurule. y..h,,
lust finished his Army physical
two hours before the race, ran
well to get 11th. Tom Tuite fell
Most of the spartan arc in
and lost valuable ground, but came
fine shape, except Our Charley
through strongly for 13th.
Argenis
tin
sat
toot
the
Douglas.
Howard Thew finished 16th in
in
injury.
Larry
tine win with
the roe and also netted himselt
injury
Loganhill suffered a mese
a trip to East Lansing, Mich. as
In the match.
the Spartan s seventh man.
The Spartans hasp. the State
,
The Spartans garnered 30 points ’
College Tournament at Los Angecompared with 36 for Golden Gate
les awaiting them after this San
and 54 for Stanford. Dual meet
Francise garno. F :’41 teen player.
scores showed: SJS 24, GGTC,
12 f a- the meet.
will fly dan N
SJS 21, Stanford 34.
"Our boys really ran great. Its
a lot tougher to run a great race
in ankle-deep mud that to run
flatland.over a Mee
C.,,11 Dean Miller.

The Olympic Chili, hosts for
II,,’ tateday affair, an. seeded
S.IS is ticketed for a
twhind
hot the Spartans base other

’
J

By MIKE MURPHY
finished in
The SJS finvisane
first to the welefan,
is deadheat for
applause of a partisan crowd witnessing the finish of the race.
The Spartan cross country team
had a good scare from the Golden
Gate Track Club and Stanford, but,
fine efforts by Dick Fernandez,’
Jeff Fishback and Ben Tucker
sparked the Spartans to their third
straight NorCal invitational championship Friday at Spartan Field.’
It was no easy task, however.
The Spartans had to make up for
the absence of Danny Murphy, but
a strong team effort, through
ankle deep mud and slippery grass
enabled them to turn back a determined band from GGTC.
Golden Gate came to run and
they did just that. Bill Morgan
and Ron Davis opened up a la:
lead in the first mile, before sui
cumbing to superior conditionine
and treacherous going. Morgan was
tourth and Davis fifth.

on a rhumba step-or possibly, ball -in -the -jack.

collar without the fuss and
fum%le of a collar button.
ARROW Decton oxford is

..1111- course is made for
like. it
,aN
"he realls
,,innirr2 in those hushes and creek 1,0d,
\Vhen asked why Murphy didn’t
run. Miller said that trainer Dave
Blanchard ruled the junior distaneeman out with a bothersome
achilles heel.
Ii Tinny hasn’t run a gorI
year. I have been
i’’al us,, uiuuuinterl with his performunces so far." Miller sold
"lie won eversthim,, out hi’,’’
last year. hut has only won OOP
I hi. fall. The team was dis.mpointed when he didn’t even
-.blow up today."

a

traek

sett

,....r%

rare.
George Rlitis. ;tut I

a cold. ran ii supei
eel lietu, Bruee lipi
Baker and Darrell I,
lowed. The team
seconds under last
line.
An all around Hie
Jose State’s
champions.

RALPH’S PIZZA
945 The

,

297-5900
Free Delivery
44004P1Milli
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OFFICE EQUIPMENT

170 South
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pen
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Norm%

Spartan Parking Center
141

South 4th Street
Call 297-1655

tonetp-.
55
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SPARTAN
PARKING CENTLR

The future is
purchased by
the presentSamuel Johnson

The freshman team made its
first ;issanit on a second national
championship with is team
17:111.0 timing for to o-miles over

1960 World Series
, Being Shown Today

a blend of 65% Dacron’
polyester and 35% cotton,

,hczak’, lall baseball class
film, from the 1960
,
es today at 3:30
ir
’ NIG201. Students are invited to
kat,h llitr-borgh’s victory meld
he Yank, , In seven games

it’s a new oxford that has
graduated Cum Laude in
the class of wash-and-wear.
In short sleevr.s
as illustrated

$5.95

THE ARROW DECTON oxford with the

Jabber Snap collar is only
)ne of the many shirts of
this famous brand !tame
in our collection.. .see
them seen at

OPEN THURS. NIGHT

"WORK
OF
ART"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

One of the nations
oldest and largest
Honda dealers

DISCOUNT WITH ASP CARD

SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

lankamericard

S Wiliam’

Pl.’JS A MC./OF sT
as Clip C MAROC

coerti HONDA

First National

J

HonDa
24.5

One Airy cepoice

QUALM SINCE 113,3
227 SO

FIRST

C75

1100

1401 W. San Carlos St.

295-7295

HOURS: 8 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday

We’d like to add to Or, John.
son’s thought: And the present
Is NOW.
Starting to plan your financial
future while you’re young and
still in college is a wise decision. And the life insurance
program that you begin now
could turn out to be the most
valuable part of that financial
planning.
Our Campus office specializes
In planning life insurance pro.
grams for college men and
women. For full information
about the benefits of getting
a head start, stop by or telephone.

Ed Grant

Roger Suffer

Dick Flanagan

CY 7-5707
210 North Fourth

Art Cleaners
3111 I. Santa Clare

193-1030

PROVUENT
muruAt
I
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Hemphill Pitches Four Ms; 56-21 Thriller
Sigs Win Championship Spartans on Fire at Fresno
Phi
rides
l\londay, Nosember IF

61.100H
gy GERALD
quarterback
phi Si.4tila Kappa
All Hemphill controlled the
Championship
Intramural Football
armchair quarter_ine like an television set, as
ick controls a
on four touchdown
tie connecteddeprive the Cal -Haerials to
in a 41-0
towns of any pride
ut Friday.
year in a row,
Far the second
title,
the phi Sig team won the
-Hawaiians out
Cal
the
heat
,nd it
in as many years.
.4 the crown
Only one touchdown was scored
year’s tilt, but this year’s
alter came early when Tom
.11 industrial ably intercepted

SJS

-

designed to protect
your dental health
TEXTURED FOR
6a, TEETH AND
GUMS

, PIZZA
A4 Li rr.

i900
fliyery

r7ifFrr

tedleseelosioneneel

T A

Dental Hygiene Company

- :Ind powered
a Cal -Hawaiian
his way 35 yards ,lown the sidelines behind a key block thrown
by Tom Van Amhurg.
From then on. Hemphill picked
his passing channels at will and
focused in ends O’Neill, Dick McMillen and Dennis Burnham who
caught passes for long gainers and
touchdowns nearly at will.
However, the Phi Sigs were is
surprised as the Cal -Hawaiians
were furious when the victors were
given their second touchdown or
the chilly afternoon. After the Phi
Sigs scored their first seven !mints,
they kicked off to the waiting cot.
Hawaiians. The only trouble was
that the Cal -Hawaiians wailed too
long and the ball fell untouched
In their end zone where Phi Sig
Jim Jackson merely lacked up the
live ball to make the score 13-0.
After this, Hemphill connected
on scoring passes to McMillen and
Burnham to run the score to 26-0
when the half ended.
The zealous Phi Sigs came back
in the second half and continued
Ii bear down on the hapless Cal-

’RITER
th’nt 10114%

98

littryiaip
gike
cite/2

st,.7

i1,1615
EQUIP11111111T

lay-away now for
Christmas

I

$39.95
.

10.Speed Deraders from

.

$59.95

*Paris

at- jr,
wry

171

.king Center
4th Street

"Accessories
Special Discount for
S.J.S. Students

Free Throw
Contest Set
For Tonight

Keating, Top
Playmaker
For Frosh

"A" LEAGUE
Cal -Hawaiians
Moulder Hall
Fountain Hall
Ho-Dads
Beavers
Army ROTC
Allen Hall
Fubars
Markham Hall
"B" LEAGUE
Red Horde
Phi Sig No. 2
ATO No. 2
Sigma Chi No, 2
Kappa Pi
SAE No. 2
ARCM
Leonard Hell
"C" LEAGUE

l7-1655
894 E Santa Clara at 1 1th
Street
CT 4-0742

W
7
6
5
4
4
3
2

L T
1 0
2 0
3 0
3
40
4 I
4 2
5 2
8 0

W L
7 0
5 2
3 2
2 2
4 4
3 4
3 5
I 6

T
I
I
3
4
0
I
0
1

WIT
Corisoakers
9 0 0
Warriors
7 2 0
5 3 I
Raiders
5 3 1
Jo-Mar
Sixty-Niners
5 4 0
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
W L T
10 0 1
Phi Shp
9 2 0
SAE
ATO
2 I
8 7 I
Sigma Chi
5 3 3
Lambda Chi
4 5 1
Thee Chi
4 6 1
Sigma Na
4 6 1
PiKA
3 7 1
Sigma Pi
1 8 1
Sig Eps
I 8 2
Theta Xi
I 9 1
DSP

;TAN
CENTLR

’

is
by
t-

Hy DAVE NEWHOUSE
Walt Roberts and Bob Bondstwo trackmen turned gridiron terrorists sparked San Jose State to
its greatest scoring production in
14 years, a whopping 56-27 victory
over Fresno State, Saturday night
at Fresno’s Radcliffe Stadium.
Roberts scored three touchdowns, all of different variety,
and Bonds tallied two on pass
receptions. It was the
points by a SJS team WM* 1949,
when the Spartans dumped
Santa Barbara 55-14,
San Jose held a narrow 14-7
halftime margin, before launching
a 42-point second half outburst. At
no point after the opening kickoff
did anybody believe it was going
to he a defensive battle. In a time
span of 5:20 late in the third quarter, San Jose tallied three touchdowns and the Bulldogs two.
Roberts scored first on a 40-yard
pass from Ken Berry with 1:09 left
in the first half to put the Spartans in the lead for good. Walt, a
standout triple-jump performer in
track showed why on his next two
touchdowns.
Mr. Roberts went 93 yards on
The free-throw contest starts a kickoff return in the third
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Men’s quarter and moments later ran
(;ymnasium for all intramural
contestants.
This will be the first round of
the contest and another session is
* slated for tomorrow evening at the
same hour for those who can’t
make it tonight.
A contestant must make 20 of
23 free throws in order to be eh, gible for the second round.

Final Grid Standings

Huret or Simplex nylon derailers only $4.95 (plus installation)
Lightweight 3.speeds from

Hawaiians. O’Neill, who already
had a pass interception and touchdown to his credit, plucked another Cal -Hawaiian pass out of the
air to set up his second TD of
the day, as Hemphill threw his
third TD pass on the next play.
The Cal -Hawaiians could do
nothing right and another pass in terreption this time at the hands
f Tom Van Am burg -- led to
Hemphill’s fourth TD trajectory.
’rhis time Hemphill chose Dick
McMillen.
This, the last touchdown, made
the score 39-0, but did not end
the scoring. Seemingly a victim of
the Cal -Hawaiians
kci,slio
k
touched a kickoff and watched it
roll out of the end zone for two
humiliating points that iced the
inordinate scoring at 41-0.

1 ft

Danny Glines, frosh basketball
coach, finds himself loaded at the
forward and center positions hut
in need of enforcements at guards
as the 1963-64 basketball season
looms round the corner.
"The guards we do have are
good ones, but there is a lack of
depth al these positions," said
Glines.
Even with the limited back- ,
court supply, the sparkplug of I
this winter’s five, will still be a
guardand a good one.
He’s John Keating, a 5-11 import
from Sacred Heart in San Fran cisco, who is an outstanding shoot en and playmaker, according to
Glines.
"When John’s on the court, the
team really gets a lift. He’s going
1,, he our team leader."
Steve Selina’s. from Lincoln
(S,J.) is "shooting tremendously
well," said Wines.
Smith has the hest spring on
the team. Although standing just
6-3, he has tremendous jumping
ability "lie can easily guard a
6-6 man." Glines stressed.
Bill Higgins (6-51, t and Bruce
Beutler (6-8) are waging a strong
battle for the center post. Higsgeins.inhgastomuocreh. strength around the
basket, but Beutler has the better
scoring

a 0.-W1 Carter intercepted pass
back 42 yards for a scoreboth
twisting, skipping efforts.

4PARTAX DAILY -5

tor 287 yards. lie rolled ,J;,
more ’Ill the ground
Berry had lour of six mi
and Rand Carter seven of 14 for
94 yards for the also air-oraent
Spartans.
Vinee Darone
1,
h
Jose second hall -i ..1
/ I
blocking a Carter polo on toe
Fresno 11. the ball rolled out ,,t
the’ end zone for a safety. San J,,
jumped its lead to 16-7.
Carter, Beau, that is, ate up iT
yards of a 67 -yard drive with Is
completions before running me
tor a Bitilttot; touchdown to mak,
it 16-13.

Bonds, a 14.5 hurdler, caught
six-yard pass from Rand Carter
for the first San Jose touchdown
with 8:06 gone in the opening Period. In the third quarter, Bond,
took a sideline toss from Berty
got a key block from Carl Kahn
and ran away from everybody to
complete a 65-yard scoring pass
play.
The Spartans’ win couldn’t overshadow a superb running and passing performance by Fresno’s greatest -ever offensive threat
Beau
Carter.

Then San .1tene ripped
three
t

The Magnificent B4N1U threu
for MO tonchdossns, 11 iris to
Herman Iliamp and 29 )ants to
Doyle Keith, ran 115er a third
from three yards outand sir Busily riddled the highly -rated
Spartan pass defense uitli his
air guitar..
Carter completed 16 of 35 pa,

and

Stsdent Rates
TYPEWRITERS
Rental and Sale
MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
293-5283

bud n
travis

LIKES; COURT ACTION
Rich Gugat, attempting to ss
a starting guard berth on the
Spartan basketball team, was ’.is’’
of San Jose State’s top sinvletennis players last season,
transferring from

PURPLE KITTEN
EXPRESSO

Lpeter nero

FOLK MUSIC
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
8 P.M. - I A.M.

754

Presented by Uni.ers,ty San., Clara Students

NOV. 22-8:30

Art Gallery inside

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Corner of Bascom
& Moorpark

TICKETS

52 25

53 25

For Infcrtnotton 296-3360 Est, 291

16V********040-4,1V004,;460CRW6 .6;4Pf t ’ ;

FOOLED THE EXPERTS
A BIG FIRST
Mike Murphy, Spartan Daily
San Jose State’s football team
was ranked 67th in the nation sports writer, once held Wilt
.,’hen it upset University of Ore- Chamberlain to an all-time low
.4,,n 13-7. The Webfoots were 33rd 1 three points in a dream one
night.
nterino the game.

In plastic!

ENGINEERS
CIVIL - ELECTRICAL
Representatives of the State of California will be on
campus November 19 to interview January 1964
graduates in Civil and Electrical Engineering.

I to Dr. John.
nd the present
your financial
’re young and,
s a wise (let’.
life insurance
ou begin now
0 be the most
that financial
ice specialties
nsurance Pro’
ige men and
information
’its of getbng
)p by or tele-

lager Suffer
onagon

.5707
Ii Fourth
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DEODORANT

Here’s deodorant protection
YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant.. .fastest neatest way to alt
daY. ever). day proesesionf It’e the active deodorant for
ectlre men...absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,
sPerdlIY.. dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
--most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.

CIVIL ENGINEERS
(IS Devoe(

CROWNS exclusive

Positions are available with the Division of Highways,
Division of Bay Toll Crossings and the Department
of Water Resources.

4 PC. SUIT

ELECTRICAI, ENGINEERS
(IS and MS Dove’s(

Positions available with the Department of water
resources currently engaged in the Design and Construction of California water facilities.
MAKE 1NTE11% 1104V All 1\1:EMI:NTS All Ill’.

ice
r3

STICK
DEODORANT
Si 1_ "1" 0 1,1

MAI:EMI-AT 1)14.11.F.
Brochures available at the Placement Office,

It’s a

is a fabulous value
a 3 -pc. suit with match-

solid suit. 2. It’s

ing vest. 3.

It’s a

solid color sport coat with con-

color
sport coat, and harmonizing vest and slacks. Natural shoulder model in hard finish reverse twist.

trast slacks. 4. It’s a 3 -pc. outfit with solid

59"

No charge for alterations pay only $5 a month

DRODINSRAMS BEAD
2801 Stevens Creek Road

Valley Fair

111111111111Wr"

1SAM To Meet
PR Students
Marketing Club Plans Attend Convention Wednesday Night
First Dinner Meeting
In S F This Week

il-APARTAN DAILY
,inber 18, 1963
Mond ,

I lie

hum llUst
The laikul ii..
meeting id ¶, semester s% 11!
feature guests from The Emporium in Valley Fair.
Edward Goldberg, merchandise
manager of the firm and Jan
Egan. a ,kpartinint sales manager,
to..
will attend the t;

Representing Pi Alpha Nu, SJS’
professional public relations society, at the 16th anntml Public
Relations Society of America conferetwe in San Franciseti theweek. :lee 14)

Captain Weaver
To Speak Here
On Tuesday

lOth St across from men 3 dorms

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Tues - Thurs.
9 a.m. 6 p.m.
Fri. and St.
7 p.m.
9 a

Own./

4 Barbers
All Hair Styles
Alma Center. 1488 Alma t 793 0705

Girls

Girls

Girls

Discounts

on all your Beauty Needs!
HUNTINGTON BEAUTY SUPPLY CO. INC.
Wholesalers & Distributors of Beauty Products
2nd at San Carlos
256 S. 2nd

REGULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF

THURSDAY
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1

75C
75,
50‘

:nark ler - Putting Grams

ALMA GOLF COURSE
Phone 298-4909

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni. or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip if, and send if with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
lines
lines
lines
lines

On. time
500 a line

Three times
250 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each addtl line

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 44414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

Announcements It I

Help Wanted

0 Personals 171

Housing (5)

0 Services (Si

0 For Sale())
’ , Lost and Found (60 Transportation UP)
Print your ad here:

_1

John
Olejnik*
says...
Q. Where can a college man gel
the most for his life IntsuraliCe
dollars?

A. From College Lite Insurance
Company’s famous policy,
THE BENEFACTOR!
0. How come?

Call me and I’ll give you a fill -In
on all nine of r he Benefactor’s blg
benefits No obligation, of course.

*JOIIN OLEJNIK
4992 Bonin. Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1337

(Count 33 Letters and Spec.’s for Each Lino)
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle On)
_
Chsch N..

Name
City

Flower
Shop

Alquist, Stanton
Will Discuss
State Colleges

This Weeks
Special

Phone

representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
... the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Joh interviews are held at 303
S. Ninth St. January graduates
are requested to make appointments at the Placement Office.
AlE11234, prior to the ’Menai-air

Trt.sDAY:
Personnel
State
California
Board: chemical and electrical engineering majors.
1*.S. Air Force Recruiting Semice: all majors.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.:
electrical and mechanical engineering majors.
Security First National Bank,
Los Angeles: accounting, business
administration, economics, or Iinance majors.
Security First National Rank,
Los Angeles: accounting, business
administration, economics, or finance majors.
WEDNESDAY:
Shell Companies: chemistry.
chemical, electrical and mechanical
engineering majors.
Touche Rosa, Bailey & Smart:
accounting majors.
Hughes Aircraft Co.: electrical
engineering and physics majors
with electronic experience.
Personal PHolnets Co.: business
Majors.

RUSSIA

Enclosed $ .

Bakmas

Spartaguide

A Visit To

Storting Dat

Christmas Cards

Mrs. Edtnund
lirown
Mrs. Bing Cro-b% skein
speakers. Their till... ssas ’
sions of a Woman’s Woritl---;
Intellectual and Social, fo
wife, mother, hiiPliettlakf
creer:Ottn
c:nfereeias
."
j,)4,!,A,ar
bet,
According to Miss
an
cess, and presented mat nc
for new ideas.

in the fall.
Women saw him plunge 100 feet On Sale Today
from his parents’ bedroom window
The annual sale of UNICEF
like a bundle of rags and bounce Christmas cards by the Student
on the sloping lawns below the Peace Union starts today.
apartment house.
Today, tomorrow, and WednesTwo men told his mother: day the cards will be on sale in
"We’re afraid your little boy is front of the Spartan Bookstore
dead." She collapsed.
from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Flowers
TODAY:
All funds collected from the sale
Anthony was not dead. He was
and
Orientation Committee, interwill go to UNICEF lUnited Nafor his mother.
Corsaass
views for spring orientation lead- alive and crying
tions Chiklren’s Fund).
for all
ers, 1 p.m. -5 p.m., LN401.
In the past, UNICEF cards have
Occasions
Sigma Delta PI, 2:30, El )4
supported such causes as integraNewman ChM Adult Faith
CY 2-0462
ann 6 San
11011. f
and brotherhood,
Course, 4:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.
Rally Committee executive meet Mg, 3:30 p.m., College Union subcommittee room.
Marketing Club, 6:30 p.m., GarOPEN
Alfred Monist (Iii William 1"
STUDENT
den City Ilofbrau.
’Sill liSt’.
MON., THUR S.
Starlit /II,
similar* Oriocci, 8 p.m., C11161.
Additional information may be
DISCOUNTS
idl ’The lAg015‘i111
olitained from T. Sgt. Baker at
Epsilon Eta sigma, English soatDI the State Colleges"
It e Air Force Recruiting Office, ciety, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria Room B. islsstii
If 11111.1s11.1
tomorross al 2
in Faculty Cafetivetronir Parts .1(
111 N ith St., or by calling 295A
and
B.
Risen.
;
feria,
TOMORROW:
Ih ti 1..quipatent
.
111181 hIlly
Parapsychology Club, organizaAll fiteillt, and administration
CH234.
tional meeting. 8 p.m.,
I members are invited to attend by
Epsilon PI Tau, 7,30 p.m, Fac- the SJS chapter of the American
United Radio and T. V. Supply Co.
ulty Cafeteria.
Federation of Teachers !AFT
1426 W San
CY 8-1212
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., Crib- according.
President. Dr II’
teria Room A .
,.,n profess, ti
1;tnri Lee, .,--..,
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Cafe- English.
teria Room A.
Lutheran Student Assn., 7 p.m English Honorary
Gary Boni a’lt’,, senior geography
major, has been declared winner of Campus Christian Center, 300
Meets Today. 2:30
I Ile 94 lege Union slogan contest. 10th St.
AWS executive meeting.
I e
Bontigliiis winning entry wits
honor societ, t, ill hold its
"Be a union man by supporting the p.m., AWS lounge.
playiiw
p.m.,
archery,
4
Coed
meeting of the --nmester today in
College Union vote."
1:0 p.m., accordI ’this slogan must be on entries field near Music I 3uilding.
Cafeteria B
Nimmitter,
Regularly $1.79
Social Affairs
.ulanitted in the College Union
ing to Ray Pyne, ittesidont.
ter contest, which starts today. p.m.. ADM236.
Future plans and the editorship
4::10
Women’s Herren Non Atom.,
Entries may be turned in at the
trf the "Rambling Taller" Epsilon
c7,1Iege Union, :115 S. Ninth St., p.m., WRA lounge
Sigma’s magazine, will be decided.
Christian Spiess( -e Organization,
until 4 p.m. Nov. 26. The winner
. mu ill receke a $20 gift certificate. 7:30 p.m.. College Chapel.
BLACK MASQUE
is must be 17 by 22 inches
Spartan Spears, 6:30 p.m., EDDuring Wahl War II the
hoard and in any medium 118.
women of the Black Masque
25 S. 3rd - San J on
ent chaicoal.
Social Work Club field trip, :120 S,,eiety 7,sed It/ ‘4W lit their ’
g, a5iI
The poster will be used in the p.m., meet at Fourth and San Fer- es elan’: iladtillas It/ make lav CY 2.1052
Informational campaign pre- nando Streets.
for I he a ar babies.
_ ,,Ittrat, the eleetitin Dec. 11 and 12
a. the propmed $3.6 million Cot,

A. Only college men are Insured
by College Lite and college
men are preferred risks.

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:

LI Art.:moth,’ (2)

The entires must be 17 by 22
inches on poster board and in any
medium except charcoal.
SWANSEA, Wales (UPI)
The poster will be used in the
Four-year - old Anthony Davies union informationl campaign prelooked tip from his hospital eot ceding the election Dec. 11 and
12 for the proposed $3.6 million
and said: "I flew like it bird. dad "
’7,1Iege Union.
and
floors
nine
too
He did,
suffered only minor chest injuries

Job Interviews

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

2
3
4
5

’Like a Bird.’
Boy Falls 100 Feet;
Injuries Minor

Trxtay is the first day entries
will be accepted in the College
Union poster contest.
Entries may be turned in at the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.,
until 4 p.m., No’.. 26.
The winner will receive a $20
gift eertilicate.
is ,T.,14/..pose of the modest Is to find
II poster on %% Inch to place the
slogan selected in a contest last

AWS PUNS
Arlene I/ Ape)
Vice-Pres, Ann Warren; a,
mind Vice-Pres. Susan SargCr51
tended the Intercollegiate
elated Women Students
Cs
ence in Southern Californ
is
weekend.
The IAWS conk-re:lee,
the 1.(is. Angeles state
ra.
gave AWS
Fere 1
over Califonna an
ft
esahs,oiropp,i
Adt.ass.
w.,and
oloS
gt ieali

(;o/den We
Cleaners

Miniature Golf with ASS Card

Minimum
Two lines
One time

"The Living Wilderness," the
second film in the Audubon Wildlife Film series, will he presented
tomorrow night at 8 in the Men’s
Gym.
Walter Berlet, who has narrated
and produced a weekly television
show for the last three years, will
narrate the film.
Toesday night’s film "Wild life
lit the 49th State." features chosen)) phodography of wildlife in the
Rocky Mountains in Wyoming.
Montana and Idaho.
Viewers will be exposed to the
life histories of many different
wild mammals -all of which are
threatened with extinction for
various reasons. The life histories
of moose, elk, bighorn, bison,
black and grizzly bears, marmot
and mountain lions, as well as a
wide variety of bird life will be
shown.
Student admission to the film is
50 cents. Others may purchase
tickets for 90 cents.

ti gland
OKE:111A NIVE0 54,
II PI - Sis arm) radii, alai
their Iwo sergeant inirtractiorr,
who became lust on a iour-day
map reading ererelse oft a barren English moor, acre found by
Ii searili pail) 1% eilnemlay night.
mirread
they
"Apparently
their maps," their commanding
officer said.

SJS Coed Atti
IAWS Confere

Lady’s Coats ’1"

Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday -Friday
per person
to 6 p.m.

445 W. Alma St.

Cadets Found

College Union
Poster Contest
Starts Today

Senior Declared
Winner of Union
Slogan Contest

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget

tionted Core.

Vs ill

Doting this %veek’s I’Velit .11
iii I Intel, Pi Alpha
iiitiixis 0’. II serve as 10111111
clime attendants anti
I
l
"listeners."
"rhe national convention is expected to draw close to 1400 public
Cato Burl J. Weil \ el’, Air Force
relations pnifessionals I rum all gia:er Training Sihool Selection
,,ser is, Unites! Sfitles Mill Several Cancel. will be on campus tornor1.’111;411
HA% to discuss Officer Training
Featured on the programs are, School with interested students.
Thu program offers the opporlily general icssemblies, small
.777op discussions, eening banquet tunity for both male and female
.essions and opening addresses by college graduates to obtain Cunt ;ay. Edrnund G. Brown and Edgar missions in the Air Force by completing a three month training
F. Kaiser. corporation executive.
according to T. Sgt. KenA special feature this year is a course,
neth A. Baker, local Air Force Repost -conference seminar in Hacruiter.
waii.
While only college graduates are
Also attending from San Jose eligible for commissions, seniors
Slate for a class field trip will Ite may apply up to 210 days prior to
Public Relations 190 and 1112 II.Pialliation, Baker said.
Cato Weaver will be available
a.f71. to 4 p.m. for personal
1’,rout, interviews at 303
.1
S.
Jo to 2:30 p.m., Capt.
4 Weasel- so I conduct a special pro4 .,:on for interested science and
r,aineering students in S326, explaining their opportunity to earn
d graduate degree at Air Force

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store

Henry Watenab

hold its next
meeting 101’ednesday
a die Garden City liofbrau on
"I ilket Street.
The social hours will begin at
o;Ii p.m. and dinner will be served
p.m.
speaker for the evening
%%ill he Bob Beatty from the
Oil tel Calititi
\ I a, 01111111

DM

It will he held in the
is-rg Its sits .01 (;
CON.
Mil
Ii ii 51 5 Nldrkei St

Ills’

Audubon Series
Features Rocky
Mountain Film

Motion picture of Moscow
etc. Plus an interview with
Kruschev: Presented by the
Adventurers
TUESDAY, NOV. 19
8:00 P.M.
at

SUMITOMO BANK
515 No. First Street
Students: 50c

OUTBOARD. 25 hp &Mind*. Make of - 2 SPititf. CONTRACTS’
ter. Bruce or Larry. 294.5191.
ay’. Pool. On s
’4+ ""1,
WOMEN’S APPR. CONTR
HELP WANTED 141
Mnve in now. pa.
.MAINTENANCE
. do 1,107Y9.5
y!_Evenin.is_
S7’22’0..l.
meals - MEN STUDENTS.
I’!"!.’-’-’
.. ’ _
HASHER WANTED morning or evening. S. 10th Street. 791 CY 39599.
FURNISHED ROOMS
WAITER. 13 or over. Good pay. Mature.
Call 968.1040.
S
S’".
APPROVED APARTME.,"
’SOUSING 151
2’44
"’ "*.1
WANT 25?
, KILLION HALL - apprnved *pain-nen. APPROVED CONTRACT
,
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AUTOMOTIVE 121
ro 414 L. N
FURNISHED ROOMS withkitchen pr-14-r,
leges for men. 1/2 block from campus
’59 VW, F
LOST AND FOUND
47 S. 8th Street.
TWO GIRLS’ approved contracts. Call LOST: G s
’56 HEALEY I r.
IQ
Julie Scott.
73849, Discount.
7,.4 212 ’
LOST.,
RING
ciAst
GIRL’SWOMEN’S APPROVED CONTRACT for
63 TR ..
’
Gordon Hall Annex. Good dli Initials N.L.
; 252 25
run.. Col. rolle4./
YO 7 9549 Judy. V14,,,,nd 75’t
_
’56 Vw
RING.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Men. $120 TORRANCE CLASS
Se manager. 686 S. 8th. Apt. 19.
11 FORD CLUB VICTORIA.
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Near pod,
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.
1840 Serter Road, 295-8514
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’55 HEALEY.
S.150 30 W,1100
COMPLETE NEW 4 qi,-FapT-6rant-Hall
cost
No. 20 [discount. Call 794.7677.
’58 YOLKS PANEL
ne, good
BAILEY Ins, 385
GIRL NEEDS ROOMMATE or room’,94ri
mates. Unapproved. By Der.. lit or soon- RELIABLE TYPI171-0. Per "
57 T.111RD.
(Tr er. Working
girls ’sr st.elents. Cell Judy corosetedn..,292..vs713:4,6,:::::11
264 0495
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ANGEL FLIGHT.

MEN’S APPROVED - tnfre-f for sole
r_ai 291 C5f,r, alt., 4
1959 LAMBRETTA SCOOTER. Runs vary
ROOM AND BOARD -MEN. No conrrI
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,
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$ 75
4-n 79 S. 7th.
FOR SALE Ill
1914
SWEATERS ’
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